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Abstract
Semantic heterogeneity has been identi�ed as one of the most important and toughest prob�

lems when dealing with interoperability and cooperation among multiple databases� It was
earlier studied in the context of exchanging� sharing and integrating data� especially during the
schema�view analysis phase of schema or view integration� or when writing a view or query
using a multidatabase language� With the advent of global interconnectivity� we now need to
deal with more heterogeneous information resources consisting of a variety of digital data� and
the scale of the problem has changed from a few databases to millions of information resources�
thus making it more important than ever to address this problem� It is also recognized that the
problem has only become harder and that simplistic solutions involving only representational
or structural components of data will not work beyond a very restricted set of cases�

In this chapter� we explore approaches to tackle the semantic heterogeneity problem in the
context of Global Information Systems �GIS� which are systems geared to handle information
requests on the Global Information Infrastructure �GII�� These approaches are based on the
capture and representation of metadata� contexts and ontologies� In order to handle infor�

mation overload� it would be advantageous to abstract out the representational details of the
underlying data and capture the information content by using domain speci�c metadata� The
next important step is that of understanding the context of the query� using metadata to con�
struct the context and identifying the relevant data in that context� Another critical issue that
arises here is that of di�erent vocabularies used to characterize similar information� We present
an approach to deal with this problem at the metadata�context level by using terms from do�

main speci�c ontologies to construct metadata�context� We deal with semantic heterogeneity
at this level and propose an approach using terminological relationships to achieve semantic
interoperability�

� Introduction

Many organizations face the challenge of interoperating among multiple independently developed
database systems to perform critical functions� Three of the best known approaches to deal with
multiple databases are tightly�coupled federation� loosely�coupled federation� and interdependent
data management �SL����She���� A critical task in creating a tightly�coupled federation is that of
schema integration 	e�g�� �DH
���� A critical task in accessing data in a loosely�coupled federation
�LA
� HM
�� is to de�ne a view over multiple databases or to de�ne a query using a multidatabase
language� The problem of semantic heterogeneity� which is de�ned in �SK��� as identi�cation of
semantically related objects in di�erent databases and the resolution of schematic di�erences among
them� is a critical issue in any of the above three tasks�

However� with global interconnectivity we now need to deal with more heterogeneous informa�
tion resources consisting of a variety of digital data� Huge amounts of digital data in a variety
of structured 	e�g� relational databases�� semi�structured 	e�g� e�mail messages� and unstructured
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	e�g� image data� formats have been collected and stored in thousands of autonomous repositories
and CD�ROMs� A�ordable multimedia systems allow creation of multimedia data and support ac�
cess and presentation of such data� These digital repositories are increasingly being made available
on the fast evolving GII of which the World Wide Web �BL���� is an oft�cited and popular example�
A GIS now has to deal with millions of information resources 	as opposed to a few databases in
a multidatabase federation�� and simplistic solutions involving only representational or structural
components of data will not work beyond a very restricted set of cases�

In this chapter we explore approaches that use metadata� context and ontologies to handle the
semantic heterogeneity problem in a GIS� Two basic components of these approaches are 	Figure ���

� Use of metadata to capture the information content of the data in the underlying repositories�
Intensional descriptions constructed from metadata and termed as metadata contexts �m�
contexts� are used to abstract from the structure and organization of the individual repositories�

� Terms 	concepts� roles� in domain speci�c ontologies are used to characterize contextual de�
scriptions and are called conceptual contexts �c�contexts�� Semantic interoperability is achieved
by using terminological relationships between terms across ontologies�
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Figure �� The basic components of our approaches

The key objective of such approaches should be to reduce the problem of knowing the contents and
the structure of each of the huge number of information repositories to the signi�cantly smaller problem
of knowing the contents of the domain speci�c ontologies� which a user familiar with the domain is
likely to know or easily understand� In this chapter we demonstrate the need for techniques which
go beyond the structural and representational components of data and focus on the application of
those techniques to structured databases�

Di�erent types of metadata may be stored in the system 	e�g�� indices� schema information��
The Rufus �SLS���� and the InfoHarness �SSKS��� systems use automatically generated metadata
to access and retrieve heterogeneous information independent of type� representation and location�
In Section �� we discuss the di�erent kinds of metadata and present an informal classi�cation� We
identify and propose domain speci�c metadata as the key for solving the semantic heterogeneity
problem �KSS����

Section � discusses the construction of c�contexts from domain speci�c ontologies and their rep�
resentation in a formalism that can be easily mapped �KS�� to a description logic 	DL� expression�
Issues of language and ontology involved in the above are also discussed� These c�contexts are used
to represent extra knowledge about the information content of the database which may not be repre�
sented in the schema of the database� A user query can also be represented as a c�context� Schema
correspondences �KS�� that capture the associations between c�contexts and the underlying data
are also discussed�

The key to interoperability is vocabulary sharing among the intensional m�context and c�context
descriptions associated with the various databases� Di�erent concepts may be used to design con�
textual descriptions for di�erent databases� We assume the existence of application and domain
speci�c ontologies describing the information content of the various databases from which contex�
tual expressions may be constructed� In fact� ontologies are viewed in our approach as a special case
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of domain speci�c metadata� In Section � we present an approach for semantic interoperability us�
ing terminological relationships across ontologies� We discuss the OBSERVER prototype �MKSI��
which demonstrates the use of synonym relationships to achieve semantic interoperability� Exten�
sions of the above using hyponym and hypernym relationships �MKIS�� are also discussed� Section �
presents future and ongoing work and our conclusions�

� What is Metadata�

Figure � illustrates the two components of our approach for addressing the information overload
problem in the GII� Metadata is the pivotal idea on which both the components depend� The func�
tion of the metadata descriptions is to be able to abstract out and capture the essential information
in the underlying data independent of representational details� This represents the �rst step in re�
duction of the information overload as metadata descriptions are in general an order of magnitude
less in size than the underlying data� In this section we discuss in detail our notion of metadata�
the various types of metadata and the information they capture�

Metadata in its most general sense is de�ned as data or information about data� For structured
databases� the most common example of metadata is the schema of the database� However with the
proliferation of various types of multimedia data on the GII� we shall refer to an expanded notion
of metadata of which the schema of structured databases is a 	small� part� We use metadata to
store derived properties of media useful in information access or retrieval� They may describe or be
a summary of the information content of the data described in an intensional manner� They may
also be used to represent properties of or relationships between individual objects of heterogeneous
types and media� We now discuss a classi�cation of the di�erent types of metadata and characterize
the amount of information content they capture� We also identify the types of metadata which will
play a key role in enabling semantic interoperability�

��� A Classi�cation of Metadata

We now present a classi�cation of the various types of metadata used by various researchers to
capture the information content represented in the various types of digital data 	Table ���

Content Independent Metadata This type of metadata captures information that does not de�
pend on the content of the document with which it is associated� Examples of this type of
metadata are location� modi�cation�date of a document and type�of�sensor used to record a
photographic image� There is no information content captured by these metadata but these
might still be useful for retrieval of documents from their actual physical locations and for
checking whether the information is upto date or not�

Content Dependent Metadata This type of metadata depends on the content of the document
it is associated with� Examples of content dependent metadata are size of a document� max�
colors� number�of�rows� number�of�columns of an image� We now present a categorization of
content dependent metadata�

Direct Content�based Metadata This type of metadata is based directly on the contents
of a document� A popular example of this is full�text indices based on the text of the
documents� Inverted tree and document vectors are examples of this type of metadata�

Content�descriptive Metadata This type of metadata describes the contents of a docu�
ment without direct utilization of the contents of the document� An example of this type
of metadata is textual annotations describing the contents of an image� This type of
metadata comes in two �avors�

Domain Independent Metadata These metadata capture information present in the
document independent of the application or subject domain of the information� Ex�
amples of these are the C�C�� parse trees and HTML�SGML document type de��
nitions�
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Domain Speci�c Metadata Metadata of this type is described in a manner speci�c
to the application or subject domain of information� Issues of vocabulary become
very important in this case as the terms have to be chosen in a domain speci�c
manner� Examples of such metadata are relief� land�cover from the GIS domain
and area� population from the Census domain� In the case of structured data� the
database schema is an example of such metadata� Another interesting example is
domain speci�c ontologies� terms from which may be used as vocabulary to construct
metadata speci�c to that domain�

Metadata Media Type Metadata Type

Q�Features �JH� Image� Video Domain Speci�c
R�Features �JH� Image� Video Domain Independent
R�Features �JH� Image� Video Content Independent

Impression Vector �KKH��� Image Content Descriptive
NDVI� Spatial Registration �AS� Image Domain Speci�c
Speech feature index �GSW� Audio Direct Content�based
Topic change indices �CHK�� Audio Direct Content�based
Document Vectors �DDF���� Text Direct Content�based

Inverted Indices �KM��� Text Direct Content�based
Content Classi�cation Metadata �BR� MultiMedia Domain Speci�c
Document Composition Metadata �BR� MultiMedia Domain Independent

Metadata Templates �OM��� Media Independent Domain Speci�c
Land�Cover� Relief �SK�� Media Independent Domain Speci�c

Parent�Child Relationships �SSKS��� Text Domain Independent
Contexts �SSR��� KS��a� Structured Databases Domain Speci�c

Concepts from Cyc �CHS��� Structured Databases Domain Speci�c
User�s Data Attributes �SLS���� Text� Structured Databases Domain Speci�c

Domain Speci�c Ontologies �MKSI�� Media�Independent Domain Speci�c

Table �� Metadata for Digital Media

��� Metadata� A means for capturing information content

In this section we discuss the information content captured by the various types of metadata enu�
merated in the previous section� We shall also identify the level 	Figure �� at which this metadata
may be used�

Content Independent Information This type of information is captured by Content Indepen�
dent metadata and helps in the encapsulation of information into units of interest and may be
represented as objects in a data model�

Capturing Representational Information This type of information is typically captured by
Content Dependent Metadata described in the previous section� This along with Domain
Independent Metadata 	which primarily captures structural organization of the data� enables
interoperability via navigational and browsing approaches which depend on representational
details of the data�

Capturing Information Content Information Content is typically captured to various degrees
by various types of Content Dependent Metadata� Direct Content�based Metadata lies in a
grey area in the sense that it is not entirely divorced from the representational details� How�
ever� the metadata which helps abstract out representational details and capture information
meaningful to a particular application or subject domain is Domain Speci�c Metadata�
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Vocabulary for Information Content Characterization DomainSpeci�c Metadata can be con�
structed from terms in a domain speci�c ontology or concept libraries describing information
in an application or subject domain� Thus we view Ontologies as Metadata which themselves
can be viewed as a vocabulary of terms for construction of more domain speci�c metadata
descriptions� Semantic interoperability at the vocabulary level is achieved with the help of
terminological relationships�

The above discussion suggests that domain speci�c metadata capture information which is more
meaningful wrt a speci�c application or a domain� The information captured by the other types
of metadata primarily re�ect the format and organization of the underlying data� This leads us to
propose domain speci�c metadata as the most appropriate for dealing with issues related to semantic
heterogeneity�

Constructing Intensional Descriptions from Domain Speci�c Metadata

Domain speci�c metadata can be used to construct intensional descriptions which capture the in�
formation content of the underlying data� We categorize these intensional descriptions as follows�

Metadata Contexts �m�contexts� These descriptions primarily serve to abstract the represen�
tational details in the underlying data and may be viewed as boolean combinations of the
individual metadatum� These contexts are typically populated before hand by processing the
underlying data� They may also be computed at run�time by using parameterized routines� Ex�
amples of this type of metadata and how they may be used to interoperate across multimedia
data are illustrated in �SK���

Conceptual Contexts �c�contexts� These descriptions primarily serve to capture domain knowl�
edge and help impose a conceptual semantic view on the underlying data� C�contexts are
constructed from terms 	concepts� roles� in domain speci�c ontologies� The terms used in
construction of the c�contexts might be interrelated to each other via relationships viz� termi�
nological� domain�range constraints on roles�

In the rest of the chapter� we focus on the structured data and the use of c�contexts constructed
from domain speci�c ontologies to capture the information content� The relationships between
terms in the ontologies enable the representation of extra knowledge not represented in the database
schema� We shall also discuss the cases where c�contexts may be constructed from di�erent domain
speci�c ontologies�

� Constructing c�contexts from Ontological Terms

In Figure �� we have identi�ed metadata as the pivotal idea on which our approaches to address the
information overload problem in the GII are based� In the previous section we discussed the various
types of metadata and identi�ed domain speci�c metadata as the most appropriate for handling
semantic heterogeneity� One approach to construct metadata which capture meaningful information
wrt an application domain is to use terms from domain speci�c ontologies as the vocabulary to
characterize the information� We have identi�ed such metadata descriptions as c�contexts in the
previous section� and in this section we present a discussion of issues related to their representation
and use�

We discuss the inadequacies of purely structural and mapping based methods in representing
object relationships and discuss the advantages of representing c�contexts� We shall discuss a partial
representation of c�contexts and equivalent description logic expressions� We shall also discuss
operations for automatic ways of comparing and manipulating c�contexts and illustrate with the
help of examples how they maybe used to achieve interoperation across information sources� A
brief discussion of issues relating to the language for representing c�contexts and the ontologies from
which the c�contexts may be constructed is also given� We shall refer to c�contexts as contexts
unless otherwise speci�ed in the rest of the chapter�
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��� Rationale for Context representation

In characterizing the similarity between objects based on the semantics associated with them we
have to consider the real world semantics 	RWS� of an object� It is not possible to completely de�ne
what an object denotes or means in the model world �SG
��� We propose the context of an object as
the primary vehicle to capture the RWS of the object� We argue for the need for representing context
by showing the inadequacy of purely structural representations� We also discuss the computational
bene�ts of representing context�

����� Inadequacy of purely Structural Representations

It has been suggested by Sheth and Gala�Kashyap �SG
���SK��� and Fankhauser et al� �FKN���
that the ability to represent the structure of an object does not help capture the real world semantics
of the object� It is not possible to provide a structural and hence a mathematical de�nition of the
complex notion of real world semantics� In �LNE
��� a one�to�one mapping is assumed between
the attribute de�nition and the attribute�s real world semantics� They de�ne an attribute in terms
of �xed descriptors such as Uniqueness� Lower�Upper Bound� Domain� Scale etc� which are used
to generate mappings between two attributes� They are also used to determine the equivalence of
attributes� However what they establish is the structural equivalence of these attributes which is
necessary� but not su�cient� to determine the semantic equivalence of the attributes�

Consider two attributes� person�name and department�name� We may be able to de�ne a map�
ping between the value domains of these two attributes� but we know that they are not semantically
equivalent� In order to be able to capture this lack of equivalence� we propose the mappings between
the domains of the attributes be made wrt a context� We de�ne two objects to be semantically equiv�
alent if it is possible to de�ne mappings wrt all known and coherent contexts� and the de�nition contexts
of the objects should be coherent wrt each other� De�nition contexts and the notion of coherence are
discussed later in this section� Since the de�nition contexts of person�name and department�name
are not coherent 	one identi�es an animate and the other identi�es an inanimate object�� they are
not de�ned to be equivalent�

����� Computational bene�ts of representing context

Shoham �Sho��� has discussed the computational bene�ts that might accrue in modeling and rep�
resenting context in AI and Knowledge�Based systems� We believe that some of those reasons are
very relevant in the presence of information overload in the GII and suggest the identi�cation and
representation of context�

Economy of representation	 In a manner akin to database views� contexts can act as a focusing
mechanism when accessing the component databases on the GII� They can be a semantic
summary of the information in a database or group of databases and maybe able to capture
semantic information not expressed in the database schema	s�� Thus unnecessary details can
be abstracted from the user�

Economy of reasoning	 Instead of reasoning with the information present in the database as a
whole� reasoning can be performed with the context associated with a database or a group
of databases� This approach has been used in �KS��a� for information resource discovery and
query processing in Multidatabases�

Managing Inconsistent Information	 In the GII� where databases are designed and developed
independently� it is not uncommon to have information in one database inconsistent with
information in another� As long as information is consistent within the context of the query
of the user� inconsistency in information from di�erent databases may be allowed� This has
been discussed with the help of an example in �KS���

Flexible semantics	 An important consequence of associating abstractions�mappings with the
context is that the same two objects can be related to each other di�erently in two di�erent





contexts� This is because two objects might be semantically closer to each other in one context
as compared to the other�

��� A partial Context representation

There have been attempts to represent the similarity between objects in di�erent databases� In
the previous section� we showed with the help of an example how a �xed set of descriptors used in
�LNE
�� do not guarantee semantic similarity� Thus� any representation of context which can be
described by a �xed set of descriptors is not appropriate�

The descriptors� called meta�attributes or contextual coordinates� are not �xed but are dynam�
ically chosen to model the characteristics of the application domain in question� It is not possible
apriori to determine all possible contextual coordinates which would completely characterize the
semantics of the application domain� This leads to a partial representation of context as a collection
of contextual coordinates�

Context � �	C�� V�� 	C�� V�� ��� 	Ck� Vk� �

Table � shows how our context descriptions can be mapped to expressions in CLASSIC �BBMR
��� a
DL system� Using CLASSIC�� it is possible to de�ne primitive classes and in addition specify classes
using intensional descriptions phrased in terms of necessary and su�cient properties that must be
satis�ed by their instances� The intensional descriptions may be used to express the collection of
constraints that make up a context� Also� each Ci roughly corresponds to a role and each Vi roughly
corresponds to �llers for the role the object must have� We shall also explain the meaning of the
symbols Ci and Vi by using examples and by enumerating the corresponding CLASSIC expressions�

� Ci� � � i � k� is a contextual coordinate denoting an aspect of a context�

� Ci may model some characteristic of the subject domain and may be obtained from a domain
speci�c ontology 	discussed later in this section��

� Ci may model an implicit assumption in the design of a database�

� Ci may or may not be associated with an attribute Aj of an object O in the database�

Contextual coordinates and Values CLASSIC descriptions

�	C�� V�� ��� 	Ck� Vk�� 	AND O 	ALL C� V�� ��� 	ALL Ck� Vk��
�	Ci� Oi� �	Cj � Vj���� 	AND O 	ALL Ci 	AND Oj 	ALL Cj Vj����
�	Ci� X� 	Cj � X�� �Ci� for 	SAME�AS Ci Cj�

�	Ci� X� �	Cj � Vj���� �Ci� for 	FILLS Ci 	ALL Cj Vj��

Table �� Contextual coordinate� value pairs and the corresponding CLASSIC expressions

The value Vi of a contextual coordinate Ci can be represented in the following manner�

� Vi can be a variable�


 It can be uni�ed 	in the sense of Prolog� with another variable� a set of symbols� an
object or type de�ned in the database or another variable�


 It can be uni�ed with another variable associated with a context�


 It can be used as a place holder to elicit answers from the databases and impose con�
straints on them�

�We have proposed a minor addition ��role�set�� for �classic�expression� to CLASSIC expressions �MKSI��� to
enable retrieval of object properties�
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Example	
Suppose we are interested in people who are authors and who hold a post� We can represent
the query context Cq 	discussed later in this section� as follows�
Cq � �	author� X� 	designee� X��
The same thing can be expressed in a Description Logic 	DL� as follows�
Cq � �author� for 	SAME�AS author designee�
The terms author and designee may be roles chosen from a domain speci�c ontology�

� Vi can be a set�


 The set may be an enumeration of symbols from a domain speci�c ontology�


 The set may be de�ned as the extension of an object or as elements from the domain of
a type de�ned in the database�


 The set may be de�ned by posing constraints on pre�existing sets�

Example	
Suppose we want to represent the assumptions implicit in the design of the object EM�
PLOYEE in a database� We can represent this as the de�nition context of EMPLOYEE�
Cdef 	EMPLOYEE� as follows�
Cdef 	EMPLOYEE� � �	employer� �Deptypes � frestypesg��	article� PUBLICATION��
The same thing can be expressed in a DL as follows�
Cdef 	EMPLOYEE� � 	AND EMPLOYEE 	ALL article PUBLICATION�

	ALL employer Deptypes � frestypesg��

Deptypes is a type de�ned in the database� The symbols restypes� employer and article
may be chosen from a domain speci�c ontology� The symbols employer and article may be
related to attributes associated with the underlying database objects� The symbol restypes
acts as a role �ller and may be mapped to a data value in the database� The de�nition context
expresses an association between the objects EMPLOYEE and PUBLICATION which may
not be captured in the database schema�

� Vi can be a variable associated with a context�


 This can be used to express constraints which the result of a query should obey and is
called the constraint context�


 The constraints would apply to the set� type or object the variable X would unify with�

Example	
Suppose we want all articles whose titles contain the substring �abortion� in them� This can
be expressed in the following query context�
Cq � �	article� X� �	title� fyjsubstring	y� � �abortion�g����
where � denotes association of a context 	�	title� fyjsubstring	y� � �abortion�g��� with a
variable 	X� and ensures that the answer satis�es the constraints expressed in the context�
The same thing can be expressed in a DL as follows�
Cq � �article� for 	ALL title fyjsubstring	y� � �abortion�g�

� Vi can be a set� type or an object associated with a context� This is called the association
context and may be used to express semantic dependencies between objects which may not be
modeled in the database schema�

Example	
Suppose we want to represent information relating publications to employees in a database�
Let PUBLICATION and EMPLOYEE be objects in a database� The de�nition context of
HAS�PUBLICATION can be de�ned as�
Cdef 	HAS�PUBLICATION� � �	article� PUBLICATION�

	author� EMPLOYEE� �	a�liation� fresearchg����






where � denotes association of a context with an object 	EMPLOYEE� and a context
	�	a�liation� fresearchg����

Association of a context with an object is similar to de�ning a view on the object extensions
such that only those instances satisfying the constraints de�ned in the context are exported
to the GIS� The symbols used as contextual coordinates� e�g�� article� author and a	liation
are obtained from a domain speci�c ontology and may be mapped to attributes of database
objects� The relationships between the database objects EMPLOYEE� PUBLICATION and
HAS�PUBLICATION captured in the contextual description are not modeled in the database
schema� The same thing can be expressed in a DL as follows�
Cdef 	HAS�PUBLICATION� � 	AND HAS�PUBLICATION

	ALL article PUBLICATION�
	ALL author 	AND EMPLOYEE

	ALL a�liation 	ONE�OF fresearchg�����

��� Reasoning about and manipulation of contexts

We have proposed a partial representation of context in the previous section� This can be used
to abstract out the information content of the underlying data and help reduce the information
overload in the GII� The next step is to use these representations meaningfully to enable a GIS to
focus on relevant information and to correlate information from the various information sources on
the GII� In order to achieve this� the following need to be precisely de�ned �KS���

Speci�city The most common relationship between contexts is the �speci�city� relationship� Given
two contexts C� and C�� C� � C� i� C� is at least as speci�c as C�� This is useful when objects
de�ned in a particular context have to transcend �McC��� to a more speci�c or general context
and is discussed in detail with examples in �KS���

Organization in a Lattice Structure It is possible that two contexts may not be comparable to
each other� i�e� it may not be possible to decide whether one is more speci�c than the other�
Thus� the speci�city relationship gives us a partial order� The following useful operations on
the context lattice can be de�ned�

overlap�Cntxt�� Cntxt�� This is the common set of contextual attributes present in the
contextual descriptions�

coherent�Cntxt�� Cntxt�� This operator determines whether the constraints determined
by the values of the contextual coordinates are consistent�
Example	
Let Cntxt� � �	salary� fxj x � �����g��

Cntxt� � �	salary� fxj x � �����g��
Thus� coherent	Cntxt�� Cntxt�� � FALSE

greatest lower bound �glb� of two contexts The contexts can be organized in a special
kind of lattice structure called a meet semi�lattice in which every pair of contexts has
a greatest lower bound� Intuitively the glb computes the conjunction of constraints ex�
pressed in the contextual descriptions�

Inferences using Contextual Descriptions

We now illustrate how reasoning with contextual descriptions can help enable semantic interoper�
ability across di�erent databases on the GII� The interoperability is achieved wrt the query which
is represented as a context and known as the query context CQ� The de�nition contexts of the
various objects in the underlying databases enable the 	partial� capture and representation of the
information content in the databases� The query context is compared with the de�nition contexts
and this can be easily implemented as a combination of the glb and overlap operations discussed
above�
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A critical assumption made in the examples illustrated below is that query and de�nition contexts
are constructed from a common ontology� This is a very un�scalable assumption in the context of a
GIS� One way of enhancing the scalability is to support the use of pre�existing and independently
developed 	often ad�hoc� domain ontologies� This requires mechanisms for comparing terms across
ontologies at run�time� which is the subject of discussion of the next section� Issues of language to
represent the contextual descriptions and ontologies are discussed later in this section�

Consider the comparison of the query context CQ and the de�nition context Cdef 	PUBLICATION�
illustrated in Figure ��

Cdef
CQ

<(author,X)(designee,X)

compare(Cdef

(PUBLICATION)

(PUBLICATION), CQ)

(article,Yo<(title,{x | contains(x,"abortion")})>)
(researchArea,{socialSciences,politicalSciences})>

<(researchArea, {socialSciences, politicalSciences})>

<(researchArea, Department)> (employer, Department)

Figure �� Comparison of contextual descriptions� Identifying the relevant publications

The instances of the PUBLICATION object identi�ed as belonging to the research areas so�
cialSciences and politicalSciences are determined to be relevant to the user query� This is an example
of using contextual expressions for determining information relevant to a query�

In the next example� we illustrate how constraints in a query can be applied to information in
a database to determine the relevant answers� Consider the query context CQ and the de�nition
context Cdef 	HAS�PUBLICATION� illustrated in Figure ��

Cdef
CQ

<(author,X)(designee,X)

(researchArea,{socialSciences,politics})>

(HAS-PUBLICATION)

(HAS-PUBLICATION),defCcompare( CQ)

  (article,PUBLICATION)>
<(author,FACULTYo<(affiliation,researchTypes)>)

(employer,Department)
 (article,Yo<(title,{x | contains(x,"abortion")})>)

<(author,FACULTYo<(affiliation,researchTypes)>)
  (article,PUBLICATIONo<(title,{x | contains(x, "abortion")})>)>

Figure �� Comparison of contextual descriptions� Incorporating a constraint from the query

The constraint in the query� requiring the article titles to contain the word �abortion�� is in�
corporated in the contextual descriptions describing the information content of the database and
propagated to the object PUBLICATION� The modi�ed contextual description thus characterizes
only those instances of the object PUBLICATION which contain the word �abortion� in their titles�

Another interesting use of contextual descriptions is to rule out the possibility of a database
having information relevant to a query� Suppose we are interested in all authors having a salary �
��������� Suppose all the faculty members in the university database are represented as having a
salary � ��������� Consider the following contextual descriptions�
Cdef �FACULTY� � ��salary� fxj x � �	
�����g��
CQ � ��author� X� �salary� fxj x � ��������g��
compare�Cdef �FACULTY��CQ� � inconsistent�x � �	
������ x � ���������
� The university database is not relevant for the query Q�
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��� Mapping Contextual descriptions to the Database Schema

As discussed earlier� the contextual descriptions serve to abstract out the underlying representa�
tional details and capture the information content� However once the relevant high�level contextual
descriptions have been identi�ed� there is a need to retrieve the relevant data and display it to the
user� In �KS��� we propose a uniform formalism used to map contextual descriptions to underlying
data� Work on mapping intensional descriptions to SQL queries is reported in �BB���� Collet et al�
�CHS��� have used articulation axioms to relate object classes in databases to concepts in the Cyc
ontology� Our approach is similar to the above but we have also de�ned an algebra in �KS��� to
keep track of the changes in the mappings when the associated contextual descriptions change�

Each information system exports a global object OG corresponding to the objects O it man�
ages to the GIS� The objects OG are obtained by applying the constraints in the de�nition context
Cdef 	O� to the object O� The user sees only the exported objects� The contextual coordinates Ci of
the Cdef 	O� act as the attributes of OG� The exported objects OG are associated with the objects
and types de�ned in the database� This association might be implemented in di�erent ways by
various component systems� We use schema correspondences de�ned as follows to express these
associations 	Figure ���

schCor�OG�O� � �OG�fCij Ci � Cdef �O�g�O�attr�O��M�

� OG is the exported GIS object of an object O or type T de�ned in the database�

� The attributes of the object OG are the contextual coordinates of the de�nition context
Cdef 	O��

� The mapping operation mapO�Ci�Ai� stores the association between contextual coordinate
Ci and attribute Ai of object O whenever there exists one�

� The mapping M between OG and O can be evaluated using the projection rules enumerated
and illustrated in �KS���

FEDERATION
LEVEL

O Attributes C1 , C2 , ..., Ck

DATABASE
LEVEL

ODatabase
Object

Attributes

Cdef(O) <(C1

2

A1 , A2 , ..., Ak

mapO(Ci, Ai), V1) ... (C )> ...k  ,Vk

 GGIS Object

Figure �� Schema Correspondences� Mapping contextual expressions to underlying data

We have discussed in �KS�� a set of projection rules which map a contextual expression to
underlying database objects� We now discuss two examples which illustrate how extra information
may be represented using contextual expressions�

���� Representing relationships between objects

We illustrate a case where the de�nition context of the object HAS�PUBLICATION captures its rela�
tionships with another database object EMPLOYEE in an intensional manner� These relationships
are not stored in the database and mapping the contextual description results in extra information
being associated with the GIS object HAS�PUBLICATIONG� A naive user will ordinarily not be
aware of this relationship� The detailed mapping of this relationship has been illustrated in �KS���
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Example	
Consider objects EMPLOYEE and PUBLICATION de�ned earlier and an object
HAS�PUBLICATION	SS�� Id� in the same database which represents a relationship between em�
ployees and the publications they write�
Cdef 	HAS�PUBLICATION� � �	author�EMPLOYEE� �	a�liation�fresearchg����
HAS�PUBLICATIONG � Join		SS� � SS��� HAS�PUBLICATION�

Select	A�liation � fresearchg� EMPLOYEE��

This results in only those objects being exported to the GIS which satisfy the constraints speci�ed
in the contextual descriptions� The user thus does not have to keep track or know the relationships
between the various objects in the database�

���� Using terminological relationships in Ontology to represent extra information

In this section� we illustrate an example in which terminological relationships obtained from an on�
tology are used to represent extra information� In the example illustrated below� the contextual co�
ordinate researchInfo is a composition of two contextual coordinates 	researchArea and journalTitle�
and is obtained from the ontology of the domain� This is then used to correlate information between
the objects PUBLICATION and JOURNAL� However� the contextual coordinate researchArea has
not been modeled for the object PUBLICATION� Thus� this results in extra information about the
relevant journals and research areas being associated with the object PUBLICATION� even though
no information about research areas is modeled for PUBLICATION�
Example	
Consider a database containing the following objects�
PUBLICATION	Id� Title� Journal�� where
Cdef 	PUBLICATION�
� �	researchInfo�JOURNAL� �	researchArea�Deptypes�	journalTitle�JournalTypes����
JOURNAL	Title� Area�� where Cdef 	JOURNAL� � ��

The mapping expression is given as follows 	see �KS�� for details��
PUBLICATIONG � Join		researchArea�Area��	Title�Journal�� PUBLCATION�

Select		Area�Deptypes��	Title�JournalTypes��JOURNAL��

� Only journals belonging to the research areas corresponding to the departments are selected
	Select		Area IN Deptypes� AND ��� �JOURNAL���

� The join condition 	Title � Journal� ensures that only those articles which are from the
research areas corresponding to the departments are exported to the GIS
	Join		researchArea�Area� AND 	Title � Journal�� ������

� This is achieved even though the attribute Area is not modeled for PUBLICATION� Thus
there is extra information in terms of association of Deptypes with PUBLICATION through
the join condition�

��� Issues of language and ontology in context representation

In this section we discuss the issues of a language in which the explicit context representation
discussed in Section ��� can be best expressed� Besides� as discussed earlier� we use terms from
domain speci�c ontologies as vocabulary to characterize domain speci�c information� We also discuss
in this section issues of ontology� i�e� the vocabulary used by the language to represent the contexts�

����� Language for context representation

In Section ��� we have represented context as a collection of contextual coordinates and their values�
The values themselves may have contexts associated with them� In this section� we enumerate the
properties desired of a language to express the context representation�
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� The language should be declarative in nature as the context will typically be used to express
constraints on objects in an intensional manner� Besides� the declarative nature of the language
will make it easier to perform inferences on the context�

� The language should be able to express the context as a collection of contextual coordinates�
each describing a speci�c aspect of information present in the database or requested by a
query�

� The language should have primitives 	for determining the subtype of two types� pattern match�
ing� etc�� in the model world� which might be useful in comparing and manipulating context
representations�

� The language should have primitives to perform navigation in the ontology to identify the
abstractions related to the ontological objects in the query context or the de�nition contexts
of objects in the databases�

����� The Ontology Problem

The choice of the contextual coordinates 	Cis� and the values assigned to them 	Vis� is very impor�
tant in constructing the contexts� There should be ontological commitments that imply agreements
about the ontological objects used between the users and the information system designers� In
our case this corresponds to an agreement on the terms and the values used for the contextual
coordinates by both a user in formulating the query context� and a database administrator for for�
mulating the de�nition and association contexts� In the example in Section ���� we have de�ned
Cdef 	EMPLOYEE� by making use of symbols like employer� a	liation and reimbursement from the
ontology for contextual coordinates� and research� teaching� etc� for the values of the contextual
coordinates�

We assume that each database has available to it an ontology corresponding to a speci�c domain�
The de�nition and association contexts of the objects take their terms and values from this ontology�
However in designing the de�nition contexts and the query context� the issues of combining the
various ontologies arise� We now enumerate various approaches one might take in building ontologies
for a GIS comprising of numerous information sources� Other than the ontological commitment� a
critical issue in designing ontologies is the scalability of the ontology as more information sources
enter the federation� Two approaches are discussed next�

� The Common Ontology approach	


 One approach has been to build an extensive global ontology� A notable example of
global ontology is Cyc �LG��� consisting of around ������ objects� In Cyc� the mapping
between each individual information resource and global ontology is accomplished by a
set of articulation axioms which are used to map the entities of an information resource
to the concepts 	such as frames and slots� in Cyc�s existing ontology �CHS����


 Another approach has been to exploit the semantics of a single problem domain 	e�g��
transportation planning� �ACHK���� The domain model is a declarative description of
the objects and activities possible in the application domain as viewed by a typical user�
The user formulates queries using terms from the application domain�

� Re�use of Existing Ontologies�Classi�cations	 We expect that there will be numerous
information systems participating in the GIS� In this context� it is unrealistic to expect any
one existing ontology or classi�cation to su�ce� We believe that the re�use of various existing
classi�cations such as ISBN classi�cation for publications� botanical classi�cation for plants
is a very attractive alternative� An example of such a classi�cation is illustrated in Figure ��
These ontologies can then be combined in di�erent ways and made available to the GIS�


 A critical issue in combining the various ontologies is determining the overlap between
them� One possibility is to de�ne the �intersection� and �mutual exclusion� points be�
tween the various ontologies �Wie����
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A classification using a generalization hierarchy

A classification using an aggregation hierarchy

Urban
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Industrial
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Population Area Classification (US Census Bureau)

State
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Rural AreaCity

Tract

Block Group
Block

Land Use and Land Cover Classification (USGS)

Deciduous Mixed

Figure �� Examples of Generalization and Aggregation hierarchies for Ontology construction


 Another approach has been adopted in �MS���� The types determined to be similar by a
sharing advisor are classi�ed into a collection called concept� A concept hierarchy is thus
generated based on the superconcept�subconcept relationship� These types may be from
di�erent databases and their similarity or dissimilarity is based on heuristics with user
input as required�

� Semantic Interoperability using Terminological Relation�

ships

In Figure �� we illustrated how terms from domain speci�c ontologies can be used as vocabularies
to characterize domain speci�c information� This is an essential component of the approaches
to enable tackling the semantic heterogeneity problem on the GII� In the previous section� we
discussed how terms from an ontology may be used to construct contextual expressions and how
terminological relationships result in the representation of extra information not represented in
the database schema� However there was an implicit assumption of a common ontology behind the
construction of the contextual expressions� As discussed earlier� this is a very un�scalable assumption�
In this section we discuss the issues involved when contextual descriptions may be constructed from
di�erent domain speci�c ontologies� We discuss how semantic interoperability may be achieved
by interoperation across these domain speci�c ontologies� We now discuss approaches to achieve
interoperation across ontologies using terminological relationships like synonyms� hyponyms and
hypernyms�

��� Using synonyms to interoperate across ontologies

In this section we propose an approach to interoperate across ontologies which have been expressed
using a description logic system like CLASSIC �BBMR
��� We have illustrated how contextual
expressions may be represented using description logic expressions� We now discuss our work in the
OBSERVER� �MKSI�� system which enables interoperation across various independent pre�existing
ontologies based on synonym relationships across terms in di�erent ontologies�

�Ontology Based System Enhanced with Relationships for Vocabulary hEterogeneity Resolution
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���� An architecture for interoperation

In this section we discuss an architecture for interoperation across domain speci�c ontologies 	Fig�
ure ��

Ontology Server

Query Processor

Ontologies

Mappings

Ontology Server

Query Processor Ontologies

Component Node

Data Repositories

Mappings

Mappings

Ontology Server

Query Processor Ontologies

Component Node

Data Repositories

IRM node

Terminological

IRM

Interontologies

Relationships

User Query

Data Repositories

User Node

Figure � OBSERVER� An architecture to support interoperation across ontologies

Query Processor� This component takes as input a user query expressed in DLs using terms
from a chosen user ontology� It then navigates other component ontologies of the Global
Information System and translates terms in the user query into the component ontologies
preserving the semantics of the user query� This may result in a partial translation of the query
at a component ontology� It also combines the partial translations at the present ontology
with those determined at previous ontologies such that all constraints in the user query are
translated�

Ontology Server� The Ontology Server provides information about ontologies to the Query Pro�
cessor� It provides the de�nitions of the terms in the ontology and retrieves data underlying
the ontology� It is responsible for evaluating the mappings of the contextual expressions to
the underlying data and retrieving the data which satis�es the constraints in the user query�

Interontologies Relationships Manager �IRM�� Synonym relationships relating the terms in
various ontologies are represented in a declarative manner in an independent repository� This
enables interoperation across the various ontologies�

Ontologies� Each Ontology is a set of terms of interest in a particular information domain� ex�
pressed using DLs in our work� They are organized as a lattice and may be considered as
semantically rich metadata capturing the information content of the underlying data reposi�
tories� The various ontologies used in OBSERVER are illustrated in the Appendix�

���� The Interontologies Relationship Manager �IRM�

The IRM is the critical component which supports ontology�based interoperation� It also enhances
the scalability of the query processing strategy by avoiding the need for� 	a� designing a common
global ontology containing all the relevant terms in the Global Information System� and 	b� investing
time and energy for the development of an ontology speci�c for your needs when �similar� ontologies
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are available� Relationships between terms across ontologies that capture the overlapping of domains
are stored in a repository managed by the IRM� The repository also includes information about
transformer functions which can transform values 	or role��llers� from a domain in one ontology to
another� The main assumption behind the IRM is that the number of relationships between terms
across ontologies is an order of magnitude smaller than the number of all the terms relevant to the
system�

Hammer and McLeod �HM��� have suggested a set of relationship descriptors to capture re�
lationships between terms across di�erent 	locally developed� ontologies� A set of terminological
relationships has been proposed in �Mil���� In the OBSERVER system we discuss an approach us�
ing synonym relationships� We will discuss extensions to the OBSERVER system for using hyponyms
and hypernyms in the next section�

���� Query Processing in OBSERVER

We now discuss a query processing approach that involves the re�use of pre�existing ontologies and
interoperation across them� The query processor performs the following important steps�

�� Translation of terms in the query into terms in each component ontology� The query processor
obtains information from the IRM 	discussed in Section ������ and the Ontology Server�

�� Combining the partial translations in such a way that the semantics of the user query is
preserved�

�� Accessing the Ontology Server to obtain the data under the component ontology that satisfy
the translated query� This basically amounts to the evaluation of the mappings of the con�
textual expressions to the underlying database schema and has been discussed in the previous
section�

�� Correlation of the objects retrieved from the various data repositories�ontologies�

We illustrate steps �� � and � using an example in �MKSI��� A detailed discussion of the query
processing strategy is described in the same paper� Consider a contextual expression represented in
CLASSIC used for the following query�

Get the titles� authors� documents and the number of pages of doctoral theses dealing with �meta�
data� and that have been published at least once��

Let us assume that there are � ontologies 	described in detail in �MKSI��� as discussed below�

� Stanford�II This ontology is a subset of the Bibliographic Data Ontology �Gru��� developed
as a part of the ARPA Knowledge Sharing E�ort 	http���www�ksl�stanford�edu�knowledge�
sharing�� It corresponds to the sub�tree under the concept �reference� of the Bibliographic
Data Ontology and is illustrated in Appendix D�

� Stanford�IThis ontology is also a subset of the Bibliographic Data Ontology and corresponds
to the rest of the ontology� It is illustrated in Appendix C�

� WN This ontology was built by re�using a part of the WordNet ��� ontology �Mil���� The
concepts in the WN ontology are a subset of terms in the hyponym tree of the noun �print�
media�� It is illustrated in Appendix B�

� LSDISThis ontology is a local �home�grown� ontology which represents our view of our Lab�s
publications and is illustrated in Appendix A�

The query can be constructed from the concepts in Stanford�II 	denoted as the user ontology�
and represented in CLASSIC as follows�
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�title author document pages� for �AND doctoral�thesis�ref �FILLS keywords �metadata��
�ATLEAST 	 publisher��

We now enumerate the translations of the query into the ontologies discussed above and identify
the translated and non�translated parts�

Stanford�II The query always represents a full translation into the user ontology�

Stanford�I There is a partial translation of the query at this ontology�
Translated Part �title author NULL number�of�pages� for

	AND doctoral�thesis 	ATLEAST � publisher��
Non�translated Part 	FILLS keywords �metadata��

WN Terms in the query are substituted by their de�nitions in the ontology from which they are
chosen 	Stanford�II� to obtain a complete translation into WN�
doctoral�thesis�ref � 	AND thesis�ref 	FILLS type�of�work �doctoral���
thesis�ref � 	AND publication�ref 	FILLS type�of�work �thesis���
Translated Part �name creator NULL pages� for 	AND print�media

	FILLS content �thesis� �doctoral�� 	ATLEAST � publisher�
	FILLS general�topics �metadata���

LSDIS There is a partial translation at this ontology where the value of the role��ller of the role
keywords is transformed by the transformer function between the roles keywords �Stanford�II�
and subject �LSDIS��
Translated Part �title authors location�document NULL� for 	AND publications

	FILLS type �doctoral� �thesis�� 	FILLS subject �METADATA���
Non�translated Part 	ATLEAST � publisher�

Consider the partial translations of the user query at the ontologies Stanford�I and LSDIS� As
the intersection of the non�translated parts of the partial translations into Stanford�I and LSDIS is
empty� then the intersection of both partial answers must satisfy all the constraints in the query�
Intuitively�

� From Stanford�I� doctoral theses about any subject which have been published at least once will
be retrieved�

� From LSDIS� documents about metadata which may not have been published will be retrieved�

� The intersection of the above will be those documents classi�ed as doctoral theses about metadata
and have been published at least once� which is exactly the user query�

After obtaining the corresponding data for each ontology involved in the user query� that data
must be combined to give an answer to the user� For each answer 	represented as a relation�� the
Query Processor will transform the values in the format of the user ontology by invoking the ap�
propriate transformer functions obtained from the IRM� After this initial step� the di�erent partial
answers can be correlated since all of them are expressed in the language of the user ontology� The
correlation plan corresponding to the translations illustrated above is�

User Query Objects 	 Objects�
�self title author document pages� for �AND doctoral�thesis�ref �FILLS

keywords metadata� �ATLEAST � publisher����

Stanford�II Objects 	 Objects�
�self title author document pages� for �AND doctoral�thesis�ref �FILLS

keywords �metadata� �ATLEAST � publisher���� Stanford�II�

Stanford�I Objects	Objects�
�self title author NULL number�of�pages� for �AND doctoral�thesis �ATLEAST

� publisher���� Stanford�I�

WN Objects 	 Objects���self name creator NULL pages� for �AND print�media �FILLS content thesis

content doctoral� �FILLS general�topics metadata���� WN�

LSDIS Objects 	 Objects���self title authors location�document NULL� for�AND publications �FILLS

type �doctoral �thesis� �FILLS subject METADATA��� LSDIS��
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Based on the combination of partial translations the data retrieved from the repositories underlying
the ontologies can be combined as follows�

User Query Objects � Stanford�II Objects � WN Objects
� � Stanford�I Objects � LSDIS Objects �

��� Using hyponyms and hypernyms to interoperate across ontologies

Synonym relationships between terms in independent developed ontologies are very infrequent� On
the contrary� and real examples con�rm it� hierarchical relationships like hyponyms and hypernyms
are found more frequently� The substitution of a term by its hypernyms or hyponyms changes the
semantics of the query� We try to translate the non�translated terms in the user ontology into terms
	which are not its synonyms� in a target component ontology�

We substitute a non�translated term by the intersection of its immediate parents or the union
of its immediate children� The loss of information is measured in both cases and translation with
less loss of information is chosen� This method is applied recursively until a full translation of the
con�icting term is obtained� Using hyponym and hypernym relationships as described above can
result in several possible translations of a non�translated term into a target ontology� Very simple
intuitive measures depending on the extensions of the terms in the underlying ontologies may help
in choosing the translations and minimizing the loss of information�

In order to obtain the immediate parents and children of a term in the target ontology� two
di�erent kinds of relationships related to the con�icting term must be used�

�� Synonyms� hyponyms and hypernyms between terms in the user and target ontology�

�� Synonyms� hyponyms and hypernyms in the user ontology�

The �rst three types of relationships are stored in the IRM repository� The second are relation�
ships between terms in the same ontology� synonyms are equivalent terms� hyponyms are those terms
subsumed by the non�translated term and hypernyms are those terms that subsume the con�icting
term�

The task of getting the immediate parents�children is not easy to perform� To obtain the
parents�children within the user ontology� the corresponding functions 	e�g�� subsumption� of the
DL systems can be used� But we must combine that answer with the immediate parents�children in
the target ontology� Taking into account that some relationships stored in the IRM can be redundant
	they were independently de�ned by di�erent ontologies administrators� such a task can be quite
di�cult� We would need a DL system dealing with �distributed� ontologies�

In Figure �� we show two ontologies with some relationships between them 	arrows are hyponyms
relationships� double arrows are synonyms� and dashed lines are interontology relationships� and
with the integrated ontology 	synonyms are grouped into one term� on the right� We can see that
obtaining the immediate parents is not evident� for instance to get the immediate parents of B� we
must deduce that A� is a child of B�� There are also redundant relationships like the one between
A� and B��

To work with the above relationships in a homogeneous way� an approach is to integrate the user
and the target ontologies� and to use the deductive power of the DL system to obtain the immediate
parents�children of a term in the target ontology �BIGP���� The properties between terms in the
di�erent ontologies are exactly the interontology relationships stored in the IRM� so no intervention
of the user is needed� Although some of the previous relationships can be redundant� the DL system
will classify the terms in the right place in the ontology� To know if the resulting terms of the
integrated ontology are primitive or de�ned 	depending on A and B� the rules described in �BIG���
can be used�

� Conclusions

We have discussed in this chapter the implications of the exponential growth of the information on
the GII on the semantic heterogeneity problem and explored new techniques to enable a solution
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Figure �� Integrating two ontologies

to the same� Information overload which arises as a consequence of the heterogeneity of the digital
data and media types is identi�ed as the �rst problem� We explore an approach whereby metadata
descriptions are used to abstract out the representational details and characterize the information
content� An informal classi�cation of the various types of metadata used to handle the wide variety
of digital data was presented in Section �� The amount of information content captured by each
is identi�ed and domain speci�c metadata are identi�ed as critical to the semantic heterogeneity
problem�

We then discuss how approaches dependent on representational or structural components are in�
adequate and argue the need for representation of contextual expressions in Section �� We discussed
the representation of these expressions using description logics and propose operations to reason
with contextual expressions� We show how extra information which may not be represented in the
database schema may be represented using contextual descriptions� We illustrated how contextual
expressions may be constructed from domain speci�c ontologies and how terminological relationships
between concepts in an ontology enable representation of extra information�

We have recognized the problem of vocabulary sharing as the most critical problem in con�
struction of contextual descriptions� We propose approaches to tackle the semantic heterogeneity
	as opposed to representational heterogeneity� at this level in Section �� Semantic interoperability
across ontologies is enabled by utilizing terminological relationships like synonyms� hypernyms and
hyponyms�

We have thus explored various approaches based on metadata� context and ontologies which
we believe are important and provide the required capabilities to handle the semantic heterogeneity
problem in the context of the GII� This research is a part of the InfoQuilt project within the theme of
Enabling Infocosm 
KS��b� Fer�� at the Large Scale Distributed Information Systems Laboratory
	http���lsdis�cs�uga�edu�� at the University of Georgia� Some of the interesting research topics that
are being investigated further in this this theme are as follows�

� Use of domain speci�c metadata to enable correlation of information across image and struc�
tured data� A future extension of this project will be to look into use of metadata standards
such as FGDC� OGIS and domain speci�c ontologies to describe multimedia data�

� Extending the OBSERVER system to enable support for hyponyms and hypernyms�

� Measures to characterize the loss of information accrued when a term is replaced by expres�
sions with di�ering semantics� These measures are being developed and experimented within
extended OBSERVER system�
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� Providing a metadata�based reference link �A MREF ��� � as an alternative to the physical
reference link �A HREF ��� �� This is being implemented as an extension to HTML on the
WWW �SK��� This enables the publisher of an HTML document to specify domain speci�c
metadata which are then mapped to the underlying multimedia data by the enhanced server�
This would enable a higher�level metadata based meta�structure over the current WWW�
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A The LSDIS ontology
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C Stanford�I� A subset of the Bibliographic�Data ontology
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